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Client.
Orange Polska, a company listed on the Warsaw Stock

munications solutions available throughout the country.

Exchange (WSE), is part of the Orange Group, a lead-

Its aim is to ensure the highest customer satisfaction by

ing provider of telecommunications services in Poland,

becoming the most popular provider of telecommuni-

Europe and world-wide. Orange provides mobile and

cations, multimedia and entertainment services, using

fixed-line telecommunications services, including voice

modern technologies.

calls, news and content services, as well as Internet ac-

Constant development of the offer and the growing

cess and television. It also offers ICT (Information and

number of customers made the operator decide to

Communications Technology), leased lines and data

launch a modern environment for their service and re-

transmission services. Additionally, it is involved in the

place one of the existing billing systems with a new,

construction of telecommunications infrastructure, the

more efficient solution. In this way, Orange Polska want-

sales of telecommunications equipment, and electricity

ed to streamline the billing of about 1 million services

trading.

provided to several hundred thousand B2B subscribers

In Poland, the company is a leader on the mobile te-

and several dozen operators from the wholesale mar-

lephony, Internet and data transmission markets. It is

ket. For the implementation of this demanding project

the leading operator offering comprehensive telecom-

it chose Asseco Poland.

Implementation.
The goal of the project was to implement a modern,

systems. Its implementation required from Asseco to

flexible billing system based on OBRM (Oracle Billing

organize the work of programmers who were under

and Revenue Management), which would provide Or-

great time pressure. They were also involved in many

ange with the possibility of further expansion and ac-

development and testing environments, and were ad-

cess to advanced services. It was to operate not only

ditionally bound by their complicated and time-con-

online, but also allow for the registration of all opera-

suming procedures for the installation of environments.

tions in real mode with full customer history. Asseco

Another big challenge was to keep up with the chang-

Poland was obliged to meet a number of guidelines,

es and new functionalities, which in the meantime

including very high ratios of invoice compliance be-

were introduced to the old billing system. It required

tween the new and old systems.

a thorough verification of the quality of implemented

A key part of the project was to turn off the old solution,

software at each stage of the project. To this end, the

which required one of the largest data migrations on

project team had to perform acceptance tests for about

the Polish telecommunications market and one of the

5,000 test cases (TC). The preparation of such a large-

largest in Europe. All functionalities of the old system

scale system would not have been possible without the

had to be reflected in the new billing environment (the

use of ACTE PLATFORM, Asseco’s proprietary solution,

so called AS-IS) in order to be able to fully map the

which ensured the automation of internal tests, thus

existing business processes..

minimizing the risk of possible errors. This increased

The biggest challenge during the implementation was

the efficiency of the entire process and reduced the

the size and complexity of the solution, the interde-

number of repetitive testing activities. Thanks to ACTE,

pendence of modules and the lack of coherent and

the changes were implemented in the Continuous De-

unified code quality management, forced by external

livery model, which, both during the implementation

factors such as the use of various technologies and

and the first months of the system’s operation, was an

important element of the project’s success. Due to the
importance of the solution and its complexity, a set of
regression tests was performed each time when even

Project milestones.

the smallest changes were introduced – the tests lasted

•

Definition of requirements

only several dozen minutes.

•

Analysis

During the migration, within 72 hours, the registration

•

Implementation of changes in the
system and integrated environment

data, service data, a set of billing records, as well as
historical data of Orange Polska’s customers using near-

•

Solution and migration tests

ly 1 million services were transferred. This took place

•

Migration of customers to the new

during one operation, while maintaining the level of
provided services and ongoing operational work, carried out to the extent necessary to meet the regulator’s
requirements. The project, which ended in 2018, was
carried out in close cooperation between the teams of
Orange and Asseco, without which the implementation
of this undertaking would not have been possible.

system
•

Production start-up and solution
switching

•

System stabilization

•

Update of the Core Oracle BRM system
to the latest version available

Key benefits.
The implementation of the new system has significantly improved the billing of subscribers from the B2B sector and
partially with wholesale market operators. An additional advantage turned out to be the architecture of the solution,
which enables its further expansion. Thanks to the project implementation, Orange Polska has now a modern, scalable and efficient billing system, which is consistent with the needs of such a large telecommunications operator.
The new solution has provided Orange Polska with a high level of configuration and personalization, as well as easy
integration with other systems. It has also allowed to shorten „Time to Market” for invoicing additional goods and
services.

“The new billing system offers advanced convergent services. In the future we will be able to develop the system’s
functionalities and adapt it to our needs on an ongoing basis. All this translates into a higher quality of service for our
customers, which is our primary goal” – said Bruno Chomel, CIO, Orange Polska.

“Within the framework of our cooperation with Orange, which started over 25 years ago, we have taken part in many IT
projects of different difficulty scale. Our task has been to develop and maintain selected groups of systems. We are glad
that we could once again support Orange in building modern solutions. This is an example of great customer confidence
and a confirmation of the Asseco team’s competence” – said Paweł Piwowar, Vice President of the Management Board,
Asseco Poland.

Project in numbers:

60

Asseco specialists
involved in the project

72

hours lasted the
system’s migration

>216,000

~ 5,000

TC as part of
acceptance tests

1 million

cups of coffee have
been drunk

services billed
via the system

“It was a breakthrough project, the implementation of which proved to be a huge challenge. We prepared a new billing
system, transferred client data with the full history and did not disturb the company’s operations, and the switchover
between the solutions went smoothly. This success would not have been possible without the huge commitment of
the team and technological support provided by the ACTE system. Owing to it, we have kept our balance during the
execution of demanding and complicated activities” – said Milena Siepiela, Project Manager, Asseco Poland.

“Thanks to the use of ACTE, we were able to ensure quick and safe verification of the system before its production
start-up, both during the design works and during the implementation of subsequent modifications. The automation
of regression tests was one of the most important processes that enabled the effective and, above all, safe execution
of this complex project. There was no room for a compromise between quality and delivery time, and it was the ACTE
system that enabled us to successfully achieve all the objectives” – said Sławomir Madej, Chief Operating Officer,
Asseco Poland.
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